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all multiplication facts necessary for any
problem in multiplication, and is ready to
carry on that process at any length, needing
no new facts, but gaining power and ease
in the use of the facts that are already his
own. He is at home in simple division, short
and long. Here again he has the facts, and
understands the meaning of the process.
But in the particular process of long divi-
sion he needs further help as to a clear
understanding of it.
He has, in addition to his control of whole
numbers, an easy use of small fractions. He
is ready for a study of fractions, which is
the big piece of work for this grade. Here
the child formulates fractions, makes a
definite study of them, and comes into con-
trol of them as he has of whole numbers in
the first four years.
Outline of Work. 1. Varied Processes.
Oral and written review and practice in the
four fundamental operations: addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division. How
to read and write nine-digit whole numbers;
how to interpret numbers in Roman numer-
als. Simple factoring by sight. Ratio com-
parison of numbers continued.
2.	Common Fractions.  Addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division of common
fractions with small fractional numbers.
Intelligent use of cancellation in the mul-
tiplying and reducing of fractions.
 3.	Denominate Numbers.    Application of
measures of length, surface, volume, time,
capacity and weight.
 4.	Mensuration.   Areas and perimeters of
rectangles;   surface   and   volume  of  right
prisms.
 5.	Problems.   Many real problems using
the processes emphasized under the funda-
mental operations, fractions  and work in
denominate numbers.    Problems in which
the pupils state merely how the problems may
be solved; others in which they think prob-
lems through and give approximate answers
before solving.   How to make, foot and bal-
ance simple bills.
Helps on Outline. The advance work of
the year is fractions. The study of frac-
tions presents an excellent opportunity to
emphasize the meaning of number, espe-
cially for the benefit of the mind that has
not grasped this in the whole number work;
that has come up to the fifth grade much "in
the dark." Here the teacher finds her great
opportunity tp "begin all overf that is,
 to have the child meet again the very sim-
plest number ideas, in an appreciation of
fractions. Many suggestions as to how to
help the child reach this appreciation are
given here.
(a) Units of Measure. Use definite units
of measure—yard, foot, etc.; square yard,
square foot, etc.; pound, ounce, etc.; pint,
quart, etc.; peck, bushel, etc. A pie, an
orange, an apple are not mathematical units.
Through use of them as such, the mind fails
to get the number idea. A foot is J of a
yard. Measure the length of the blackboard
with a foot rule.
Teacher—"How long is the blackboard?"
Child—"Six feet."
Teacher—"Tell the length in another way."
Child—"Six-thirds of a yard."
The teacher writes on the board, $• of a
yard.
Measure many distances in this way, and
write -J yard, § yard, ^ yard, and so on.
Here is appreciated clearly the measuring
unit as J of a yard, and the 72 or 19 as the
number of units of measure in each dis-
tance measured; also the yard as the stand-
ard unit from which the 4 yard comes.
Have on hand a dollar, half-dollars, quar-
ters. The child sees that something costs
3 quarters or 3 half-dollars, or f of a dollar,
or f of a dollar. Again he sees $i or $J as
the measuring unit, the numerator showing
the number of the measuring units in the
money spent, and the dollar as the standard
unit from which the unit of measure comes.
In using the ounce as a unit of measure, he
•weighs 5 ounces of candy or butter, and
sees it to be -fa of a pound. He uses ^ lb.,
J yd., $i, $J and so forth, as units of meas-
ure with which to measure (or weigh) some
quantity which he wishes to know definitely,
and then counts to know how many of these
units of measure there are in the quantity.
Finally he says, "This quantity is ^ of a
pound; this one is i of a dollar; this one
is -J- of a yard." Here he has a right idea
of number, and a clear idea of a fraction.
Fractions must not be regarded as different
from number; indeed, in the fraction we find
expressed the complete development of the
number idea—the unit of measure, the meas-
uring and the counting,
(b) Ratio Idea. Working as above indi-
cated, the child sees 1 ft. as J yd.; 2 ft. as
f yd.; 1 oz. as ^ Jbf; 5 02. as <&%,; 7 oz*

